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BSHAAPEOPLEEDITOR

>editor@bshaa.com

W
elcome to this edition of

BSHAA People. As I said in

my last column, Congress is

an exciting time of year for

our profession. I was writing that from the

perspective of the American Academy of

Audiology (AAA) Audiology Now conference,

looking forward to BSHAA Congress.

Now I am pleased to write that in the main

our Congress was enjoyed by all delegates.

There were many highlights including the

academic sessions, the exhibition and the

delegate networking. This edition features

the highlights of Congress. I hope you

enjoy reading about it and I hope you pick

up that the mood was positive.

Perhaps this was reflected in the hearing aid

industry supply figures to our profession.

These are provided by BHAMA after careful

and anonymous collection of the data.

As you can see if we look at the 3 month

period ending March 2015, and compare

it to the same period in 2014, the volume

is up by nearly 15%.

The driver of these volumes continues to

be receiver technology with 58% of the

Q1 2015 volume.

You could see the technology that is

available in this area at our Congress

exhibition. All suppliers offer good

innovation, with smart links to wearable

technology. An interesting sign of things to

come?

As you can read sales volume rose in Q1

2015 over Q4 2014 by just over 3%. This

is a very reasonable figure in any market.

I hope these figures mirror the success

in your business driven by targeted

marketing plans.

Editor’s Note

// TREVOR
ANDREWS

SIGNS OF
THINGS TO COME?

Market
statistics Q1 2014 Q1 2015 Q4 2014

Percentage
change

BTE
units sold 3930 5451 5653 +38%

RIC
units sold 30959 39369 36578 +27%

ITE
units sold 24763 23431 23923 +0%

Total 59652 68251 66154 +14.5%

Hearing aid industry supply figures to our profession (source: BHAMA)
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I hope these figures mirror the
success in your business, driven by

targeted marketing plans

”

“

In BSHAA People we often have articles on

marketing plans, and in this edition, we

can see two examples of marketing from

two independent businesses that have

helped deliver new business. Please do

continue to share these ideas of best

practice or do write to the contributor of

the article for more information.

One of the ideas above was sent to us by

Mark Williams at The Tinnitus Clinic

which outlined how noise exposure can

also cause tinnitus. Tinnitus is quite rightly

a topic of much interest to all members.

Therefore, following on from David

Bagley’s presentation at Congress and

George Tipler’s article in People last year

we include a review about Tinnitus in this

edition.

The examples above are ones of best

practice. In the centre of this edition you

can read another example of best

practice. At BSHAA Congress we again

ran our poster competition and you will

read over the next few editions, a

number of these. First we show the

winning poster which demonstrates how

we can help others less fortunate than

ourselves to have access to our

healthcare system.

Many BSHAA members have links with

overseas clinics and we like to feature this

good work, and you can read how one

member is working in Peru and needs our

support, plus please do take a minute to

read the supporting articles from VSO

and SoundSeekers.

Over the last year we have been running

an article writing competition and this

award was presented at BSHAA Congress.

Robin Gordon was a worthy winner and

he has also kindly written up his experience

of BSHAA Congress.

Please now start sending your articles in

for this year’s writing competition. You

can see full details within along with

information on our LawrenceWerth award.

On top of all these items we have very

good reports from Peter Sydserff and

David Welbourn. I hope all of these

articles get you wanting to write articles

or letters or comments or even to be on

BSHAA Council.

As said, do write in about any topic that

you would like to discuss. Please send

these in as an email to editor@bshaa.com

Normal editorial privilege will apply.

Finally I’d like to thank all contributors

to this journal. We aim to include

contributors’ contact details at the end of

their articles and they will welcome any

questions from you.

In addition, please can I thank all BSHAA

People advertisers for their ongoing

support.

Please keep in touch with BSHAA as

always by our website.

Enjoy your journal. �
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News// BSHAA

Stand Up for BSHAA
Have you ever thought of putting yourself

forward to serve on BSHAA Council?

Although the day-to-day running of BSHAA

is taken care of by a small team of paid

officers, they rely on the help and guidance

of Council members who advise and

decide on the policies the Society is to

pursue.

In the coming weeks the Society will be

asking you to consider offering yourself

for election as a Council member – there

will be seven vacancies this year – a chance

to give your time and expertise to the

knowledge base already present within

the group.

The nomination process will open shortly.

Full details will be sent out by post and

will be on the BSHAA website, but the

final date for nominations is Friday

October 2nd.

As well as guiding the officers, the Council

is responsible for ensuring the good

reputation of the Society and making the

best use of the membership funds raised.

It approves Society policy and decides

which direction the organisation should

go now, and in the future.

It would be wrong to say the job is not

demanding because as well as attending

six or so full meetings, Councillors are

expected to contribute to one or more of

the work streams, which may mean

attending further meetings or telephone

conferences and writing papers and reports.

The Society pays travelling and subsistence

allowances and Council members may

claim a modest loss of earnings allowance.

If you want further information, talk to the

Secretary, Phil Baker, the President, Peter

Sydserff or any council member. Remember,

nominations have to be in by October 2nd

and you need to supply a print quality

picture of yourself and a short biography.

These will be included in a printed voting

booklet which is circulated to all members.

Voting takes place at the Annual General

Meeting, which this year will be held at

the East Midlands Conference Centre, in

Nottingham on Saturday November 14th.

One of the ambitions the new Chief Executive holds for BSHAA

is that it places much more emphasis on celebrating excellence

– fitting in a year in which the Society launched its most prestigious

accolade, the Lawrence Werth Diamond Award.

The award commemorates two things important to BSHAA and

to independent hearing care in the UK: the fact that the Society

has been serving its members and their clients for sixty years

and that it represents a tribute to the late Lawrence Werth

who died last year. Lawrence was a strong supporter of BSHAA

– his father was one of the founders.

It is hoped the award will be presented for the first time at the

Annual General Meeting at the East Midlands Conference

Centre, in Nottingham, on November 14th.

However we need YOU to help us find the right person, or

persons, to be the first recipient of the award.

They don’t have to be a member but your nomination must

demonstrate how they merit special recognition for their

exceptional achievement, an outstanding contribution to audiology,

delivered outstanding services to the hearing impaired or have

been or are exceptional advocates or ambassadors for the

profession, sector or industry.

All the details are on the BSHAA website along with a nomination

form which must be sent to Phil Baker, the Company Secretary

for consideration by Council.

President Peter Sydserff says BSHAA’s Diamond Award is a high

quality opportunity to nominate and recognise a quality individual.

Someone who has contributed selflessly to the cause of audiology

and someone who is deserving of the first Lawrence Werth

BSHAA Diamond Award. �

Diamond award still sparkles

BSHAA Council at its recent meeting in Edinburgh
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// industry // product // people
//
P
E
O
P
LE

Further proof that it is possible to get “free” space

in the media comes from BSHAA Member Alan

Jackson. With his wife Helen he’s just opened a

hearing centre, in Nantwich, Cheshire and he

decided to tell his local newspaper about it.

Within a short space of time The Nantwich News

was carrying a story about “the town’s first specialist

hearing centre” accompanied by a picture of Alan

and Helen outside their clinic and a shot of the

clinic itself.

The article went on to list the services Alan was

offering and because the following week was Deaf

Awareness Week and Alan was planning to be in a

nearby shop selling disability aids as part of his

awareness raising, they even published times when

he would be there. �

New hearing sales manager
Scrivens Opticians and Hearing Care has appointed David

Obbard to the newly created role of national hearing sales

manager. David, who’s 51, joins Scrivens after spending many

years building the David Ormerod Hearing Centre business

and brand and latterly the expansion of Boots Hearing Care.

In his role David will be helping Scrivens further extend its

hearing care services through organic growth and acquisition.

Focusing on strategy, David will also have a major influence on

recruitment and overall service delivery.

The Company already has 170 high street stores in England

and Wales, with 1,000 employees delivering NHS and private

hearing care but David says there are plenty of opportunities

to further build the Scrivens brand nationally. �

Our picture shows Mark Georgevic, legal director (left), with

David Obbard.

Don’tmiss out on
marketing opportunities

Click for
Customer Service
Essex based Click Hearing has won its second business award for

Customer Service in just a year. Their latest trophy for Service

Excellence and Customer Focus was presented at the East London

Chamber of Commerce and Industry Awards 2015, in the Tower

Hotel London.

Last October the company won the Customer Care Award in the

Havering Business Awards.

Judges in the Chamber of Commerce award said Click’s longstanding

foundation and reputation for caring convinced the judges that

customer care and service excellence were paramount in their

business ethic. �

For sale
due to closure of practice.

Sound level meter, domiciliary
case, impression gun and other

miscellaneous items.

For a full list of what is available
contact Fiona Tonge on:

01803 842298

or email:
Fiona.tonge@hotmail.com.

//
IN

D
U
ST

R
Y

// MEMBER ADVERTISING //
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News
A former BSHAA Council member who in his day job was the man who developed Boots Hearingcare into

a major UK player with over 450 branches, is to step down from the Company. Peter’s family business

(David Ormerod Hearing Centres) took over the Boots operation in 2003 and up until last year Peter was

Chairman of the Company, latterly supporting external policy strategy.

The Managing Director Jonathan Gardner said Peter would be leaving the business in July and the future

public policy team would be led by Karen Shepherd, Professional Standards Director for Boots Hearingcare.

Paying tribute to Peter Ormerod, the Managing Director said he had been instrumental in the phenomenal

growth the business had enjoyed over the years, had been to pivotal in leading the Boots Hearingcare agenda

and also in helping them create their future public policy position. His involvement with the International

Longevity Centre (ILC) and the National Community Hearingcare Association (NCHA) had been invaluable

not just to the business but also to the wider hearingcare profession. �

Peter

Ormerod

leaves

Boots

British Tinnitus Association (BTA) has appointed Dr Magdalena Sereda

as its first Head of Research. Dr Sereda will be based at the NIHR

Nottingham Hearing Biomedical Research Unit, which is a partnership

between Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, the University

of Nottingham and the MRC Institute of Hearing Research.

Dr Sereda’s research programme will form an entirely new strand

of tinnitus research within the Biomedical Research Unit addressing

issues and controversies around tinnitus management within the NHS.

The programme was designed to address research priorities identified

by the James Lind Alliance Tinnitus Priority Setting Partnership.

Initially, she will be researching the use of hearing aids and

combination hearing aids in tinnitus management. As the role

develops, further research projects will be led by Dr Sereda

addressing areas of need identified by the tinnitus community.

Meanwhile, the BTA has announced the research papers shortlisted

for the prestigious Marie and Jack Shapiro Prize. The prize and

£250 cash will be awarded at the charity’s 22nd annual Conference

in Manchester on September 23rd.

The award is for UK based research, ‘most likely to result in improved

treatment or public awareness of tinnitus.’ Topics covered in the

shortlisted papers include:

Clinical efficacy of tinnitus retraining therapy and cognitive behavioural

therapy in the treatment of subjective tinnitus: a systematic review;

Amplification with hearing aids for patients with tinnitus and co-existing

hearing loss (Review);

Gameplay as a source of intrinsic motivation in a randomized

controlled trial of auditory training for tinnitus;

A preliminary investigation of potential cognitive performance

decrements in non-help-seeking tinnitus sufferers;

The prevalence of tinnitus and the relationship with neuroticism in

a middle-aged UK population and association of dietary factors with

presence and severity of tinnitus in a middle-aged UK population.

You can see the full list of papers and their authors on the BTA

website. �

BSHAA People is once again inviting you to write an original article for publication and is offering a substantial prize.

The author of the best article in the coming year will be invited along to Congress 2016 at the East Midlands Conference

Centre where they’ll receive a cheque for £250. On top of that they’ll get a year’s free membership of BSHAA, a total

prize value of around £750.

This year’s prize went to pre-registrant dispenser Robin Gordon and he was presented with his cheque and a certificate

by People editor Trevor Andrews at the close of the first day of Congress in Telford. As you can see from his report on

page 24 Robin stayed on and enjoyed both days of the event.

If you want to win next time, you need to submit an original article of at least 1,500 words and up to 3,000 with illustration

on a subject of your choice. However, it must be relevant to the practice of hearing aid audiology or be business related.

The best plan is to submit an outline of your proposed article by email to the editor@bshaa.com. If it is accepted you will

be given guidance and help to ensure you meet the style and quality expected of the magazine’s readers.

All articles published over the coming year will be considered and the winner invited along to Congress to receive their

award next May.

Details of the competition are on a leaflet enclosed with this edition of BSHAA People and are on www.bshaa.com. �

BTA’s new research head
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PRESIDENT, BSHAA

>president@bshaa.com

// PETER
SYDSERFF

I
t would be really difficult to start

without commenting on what was

truly a fantastic BSHAA Congress

2015. By the time you read this it will

be the stuff of legend, but as I am writing

I am still reminded of memorable

presentations, a well turned out exhibition

and teams from Phonak and ReSound

wandering around as the Flintstones and

Guns ‘n’ Roses respectively.

Opening congress as President is nerve

wracking but this pales into insignificance

next to Nerina Scarinci who was drafted

in at the last minute to deliver the

keynote speech on behalf of Louise

Hickson, who unfortunately could not

travel from Australia. If we hadn’t had said

anything, you simply would not have

known that Nerina was not handpicked

for the job; the presentation was

delivered with real passion and caught the

interest of everyone in the room.

We balance this with the thought that this

event was the last with Karen Finch at the

helm of the Society’s congress committee.

Karen has given fifteen years to BSHAA as

a council member and indeed as Treasurer

and President but has decided to step

down from the Congress committee and

from Council. We thank Karen for her

dedication to your Society.

The theme for the Congress was

‘Connections’ and I hope that all those

who attended were able to reaffirm

existing connections and make some new

ones. But for me, one of the important

emerging themes was that of a desire for

increasing professionalism. This is a good

thing; I really want to question everything

that it means to be a BSHAA member and

how we can make it something that

hearing aid audiologists can be proud of.

David Welbourn will help us shape that

with input from members. This is why it

was so good to see so many constructive

comments on the Post-it note wall, that

help us separate out what members want

and what members need (yes, there is a

difference). Essentially, this looks like

extending scope of practice, elevated levels

of membership, a clear understanding of

the difference between learning and true

professional development. It is in the latter

where your Society needs to take up the

mantle as learning is available from plenty

of sources including online, employers

and manufacturers.

Congress also came hot on the heels of a

general election result that took most of

us by surprise. That said, regardless of

which way you voted, the result was the

best outcome for influencing change in

the way that hearing healthcare is

delivered in this country. If we had a

complete change of power, then initiatives

President’s Page

POSITIVE SIGNS AT AN
EXITING TIME OF

THE YEAR
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like AQP would have been pushed back

down the agenda, leaving us with outdated

models of care for the masses, built

principally around the provider. It would

be a real shame if we couldn’t build on the

benefits evidenced by Monitor where

patients are able to exercise choice of

provider.

Speaking of the election result, the Tories

returning to power paves the way for

asking the country the question whether

we should remain part of the European

Union. It is ironic that this comes at a

time when we have just taken your

Society into the continental arena by

joining the European Association of

Hearing Aid Professionals. AEA’s president,

Mark Laureyns also spoke at our Congress

about his position that 80% of what we

do as audiology professionals is the same.

The rest of it is about where it is done or

how it’s paid for.

It’s with this in mind that we also choose

to take the Society forward into a greater

spirit of collaboration. BSHAA needs to

continue to operate in conversations of

genuine influence and we can only do that

where we find the 80% of what we do

that overlaps. For me this is in the clinical

and professional domains of the

consultation room. Whilst we have the

overarching principles of professional

standards as laid down by the HCPC, the

opportunity is there for those involved in

hearing care to effect real change to what

they do and how they do it. All of this can

be done whilst keeping our focus on the

person that matters most in all of this, the

consumer of our services.

Whilst extending our reach beyond our

traditional boundaries, we cannot lose

sight of the day-to-day needs of members.

With this also in mind, with the Chief

Executive, I hosted an engagement event

in Edinburgh. Here we encouraged

members to talk specifically about their

professional needs in Scotland; a market

where AQP for adult hearing services or

anything that whiffs remotely of

privatisation is unlikely to appear. It was a

great day and we also included a couple of

speakers that added to the flavour of the

debate. I look forward to be able to bring

this to a location near you.

Finally my thoughts are already turning to

the Council elections that will come

round at the end of the year. During the

course of the summer we will campaign

for as many members as possible to put

themselves forward. David Welbourn and

I are also working on new ways to make it

easier for you to become part of the

leadership whether you are employed or

self-employed. At the same time we hope

to de-mystify the inner workings of

Council and therefore what it truly means

to be a Council member.

I am really enjoying my time as a Council

member and I hope that you too can find

the time and the commitment to help the

Society drive itself forward. Taking the

membership with you, at a time when we

are pushing on so many open doors. It’s

not a full time job, it’s not even a part-time

job, but it is a vocation. If you are interested,

then you know where to find me.

Peter Sydserff �

“
”

David Welbourn and I are also working
on new ways to make it easier for you
to become part of the leadership
whether you are employed

or self-employed.
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The CEO says...

A
ll the business gurus advise leaders

about the importance of the first

100 days in a new role. Some

expect this to mark the time

when patience will be wearing thin if you

haven’t achieved anything. Others imply

that after 100 days, it is important to give

those around you time to catch their breath

and consolidate, before you wear them out

with the barrage of ideas (not to mention

your own need for some relaxation).

Well, I am just over half way there as I

write and there have already been lots of

opportunities for me to reflect on

whether the 100-day challenge is really

about expectation or stamina. I suspect

that elements of truth and myth have

become indistinguishably entwined in

both scenarios. Even after the full 100

days is complete, I still expect to be saying

that each has its part to play.

Just halfway through, I can say with

certainty that the magic 100 days will be

an important watershed. Moreover, that

watershed will be characterised by both

expectation and stamina.

// Expectation

In the last edition of BSHAA People, I

shared my very early impressions of

BSHAA and my new role. In forging that

impression, I viewed my new world

through the lens shaped by my experience.

I was confident that I needed to guide the

Society to rediscover a purpose and

identity relevant for the current turbulent

times. Intuitively, I felt that this needed to

be built on a foundation demanding a new

emphasis on professionalism. Putting my

own credibility on the line, I invited you to

judge me on the single criterion of

whether in the long term I can successfully

raise the profile, status and respect given

to our members and the profession.

That early declaration set many

expectations, beginning with my own

expectation about what I would find as I

continued learning about this world of

audiology. It relied on my own conviction

that every surprise or bear-trap lurking

just round the next corner, will ultimately

succumb to the armoury of consummate

professionalism.

It also set members’ expectation of how

the uncertain future might be tamed by

this hitherto unknown newcomer. Maybe

it calmed or threatened your hopes and

fears about your relationship with the

Society and whether or not membership

will provide greater benefits and stronger

security against unfavourable market

trends.

I’ve now had a few more than 50 days to

test out how that expectation is growing.

I’ve met members at the Stansted

development day, enjoyed a great Congress,

been unexpectedly invited to facilitate a

discussion group at a BSA meeting, engaged

with our Scottish members at our pilot

regional roadshow, and have repeatedly

waded into the political arena on the

Society’s behalf.

I am buoyed by the words of encourage-

ment and support I’ve been receiving,

whether in direct conversation, through

direct response to some of my broadcast

messages, or through second and third

hand comments confirming the positive

“mood music”. It is good to know just

how much appetite there is to the idea of

raising standards and expectations of

professionalism throughout the Society.

halfway through

THEMAGIC100DAYS

CEO, BSHAA

>chiefexecutive@bshaa.com

// DAVID
WELBOURN
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// Stamina

So perhaps a 7 or 8 out of 10 on the

expectation front, and still on the rise.

How about stamina?

Well, if you saw my inbox and the breadth

of topics crossing it, you could be forgiven

for having doubts on this front. Especially

if you lay that alongside the plethora of

networking occasions already listed and

the numerous embryonic relationships,

some of which will require careful

nurturing, and others where the chemistry

has been rewarding from day one.

But the real test of stamina doesn’t lie in

the pressure of workload. It has much

more to do with energy. Does the journey

feel energising or as exhausting as the

labour of Sisyphus? According to Greek

mythology, his punishment was to roll an

enormous stone up a hill, only to have it

roll all the way back down forcing him to

begin again.

Perhaps I am not the best judge in this! I

don’t think I’ve ever felt like Sisyphus and

have always tried to encourage people to

confront reality with optimism and a

can-do approach. The excitement of what

might be over the horizon always seems

to provide sufficient impetus to justify

whatever hard graft is needed to overcome

the immediate obstacles. For me therefore,

the journey is just beginning and my energy

and enthusiasm is building nicely.

For my real measure of stamina, I need to

look over my shoulder to see where

everyone else is and how prepared they

are to accompany me on the journey.

As I observe and engage across the whole

hearing sector, I see a range of responses.

In places there seems to be an overwhelming

sense of anxiety, and even fear, created by

the Sisyphus-like burden, weighed down

with an inability to find a solution capable

of averting the inevitable looming catas-

trophe. Sitting alongside that doomsday

attitude, I also see another group with a

real sense of eager anticipation that we are

on the verge of something momentous.

Both groups though appear incapable or

unwilling to make the first move and need

some courage leadership to break the

stasis. Enter yours truly!

// 100 Days

So, if it was 7 out of 10 for expectation,

how many for stamina? You can guess how

I mark myself from the above comments.

I’m going to give Council a 71/2 out of 10,

following a very successful Council meeting

in May at which we agreed how to

continue developing and integrating both

our customer care scheme and our

approach to professional development.

I still need to do more with the whole

membership to create and build the

wider Society’s stamina for a journey that

will at times be difficult. That is why I am

taking every opportunity to engage and

why I keep reinforcing the narrative: –

retelling the story that paints a picture of

what it will be like if you join me on the

journey.

Those gurus, to whom I keep referring,

advise that you have to retell a story 5 or

more times in order to win commitment

and understanding. Sometimes people get

bored with hearing the same message

repeatedly. Weak leaders will fall into the

trap of changing the story for fear of boring

the audience, but by doing this, they fail

to build momentum. So, if you are listening

to my narrative for BSHAA and beginning

to feel that you have heard it before: good!

It means that we are gaining ground,

building stamina and about to mobilise.

It has to be one of life’s bizarre coincidences

that I will spend my hundredth day at the

helm of the Society at the next Council

meeting. That will be a crunch point for

the Society, because it will be the day on

which I put forward the basis for consulting

members about change. Not change for

its own sake, but essential change that will

enable for the Society to move forwards

with confidence and conviction towards

our goal.

Assuming all continues to go well, we will

be consulting over the summer on some

essential changes to the Articles of

Association. Once we have digested and

responded to your feedback, we will be

formulating a number of proposals for

you to vote on at the AGM in November.

This will be part of our drive forwards

towards greater professionalism as the

foundation for stronger status and greater

reputation for our members. Amongst

those changes will be steps making it

easier for practitioners from small and

independent businesses to be part of the

Society’s leadership; steps designed to

appeal to students; and others that will

raise the profile of those who are prepared

to commit themselves to a more rigorous

approach to enhanced practice.

Please think about your expectations, build

your stamina, and be ready once the 100

days is up! �

I am buoyed by the words of encouragement
and support I’ve been receiving …
It is good to know just how much appetite
there is to the idea of raising standards and
expectations of professionalism

throughout the Society.

”
“
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M
anaging tinnitus has evolved

from a highly specialised skill

that few treated, to something

that hearing care professionals

must be prepared to address. The steadily

increasing number of tinnitus sufferers –

now approximately 1 out of every 10 people

in the UK – has helped drive the need for

dispensers to add tinnitus treatment to

their repertoire of services provided.

Other drivers include more awareness of

the condition than ever, which is tied to a

consumer thirst for more information.

In fact, according to the Better Hearing

Institute in the US, one third of all hearing

loss related online searches are related to

tinnitus. Clearly the pervasiveness of

tinnitus necessitates a primer for dispensers

looking to add tinnitus services to their

practices, or for those wanting a refresher.

This paper provides a general guide on

how the tinnitus therapy options available

in modern hearing aids can be utilised for

acoustic therapy.

Although there are many forms of tinnitus,

the most common form an audiologist will

encounter is subjective tinnitus. Subjective

tinnitus is the perception of a sound in the

ears or in the head with no corresponding

external stimuli; most commonly caused

by damage to the inner ear1. There is

strong evidence to suggest that acoustic

therapy can help mitigate the effects of

subjective tinnitus2. Acoustic therapy can

occur in many forms such as: fitting the

patient with appropriate amplification,

modifying advanced signal processing

features for the purpose of tinnitus

treatment, or following a formal tinnitus

protocol. Let’s examine these in more

detail.

// Sound Therapy

Sound therapy for tinnitus is defined as

any use of sound intended to alter the

tinnitus perception and reactions for clinical

benefit. Besides hearing instrument use

for tinnitus relief, numerous methods of

sound therapy have been used since tinnitus

masking was introduced in the 1970s. The

two most commonly used are:

1 Total masking: using an alternative

stimulus to cover up (mask) the

perceived tinnitus.

2 Partial masking: the addition of an

alternative stimulus to reduce the focus

of the patient’s subjective tinnitus on

both a conscious (psychological level)

and unconscious level (central auditory

perception).

Both employ the use of broadband noise

sound generators, hearing instruments, or

combination devices. Sound therapy is

thought to provide relief from tinnitus and

reduce the emotional consequences of

tinnitus3. Additionally, sound therapy may

promote habituation to tinnitus by reducing

the contrast between the tinnitus and

environmental sound. Many researchers

have theorised that if a tinnitus patient is

treated early, with effective counselling and

sound therapy, the effects of the tinnitus

could be mitigated before a patient finds

him or herself incapacitated by it.

PRODUCTANDMARKETING
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// General protocol for
setting the therapy signal

Ideally, hearing aids with tinnitus therapy

signals should be designed to fit the needs

of virtually any established protocol. This

flexibility includes the ability to utilise the

signal:

� in one or both ears,

� in one or multiple programs,

� at different intensities in each ear,

� at different intensities in each program,

� and with different noise types in each

program and/or in each individual ear.

The dispenser may also give the patient a

volume control to adjust the therapy

signal independent from the hearing aid

microphones. The following are suggested

protocols for programming the therapy

signal according to the more established

tinnitus programs, as well as fitting

suggestions for those not following a

specific tinnitus protocol.

// Tinnitus Retraining
Therapy (TRT)4

TRT uses a precise and individual

combination of sound therapy and teaching/

demystification/learning about tinnitus and

hyperacusis mechanisms, with directions

about how to return to normal life without

provoking symptoms. To set the therapy

signal according to the TRT protocol, the

hearing care professional needs to look

for the mixing point: the point where the

noise mixes with the tinnitus – without

masking it! The audiologist chooses one of

the therapy sounds and then adjusts in an

ascendant technique by utilising the master

gain handle. This can be done by first

decreasing the master gain until the therapy

signal is no longer audible to the patient,

and then increasing the noise level until

the patient says the sound is mixed to

tinnitus. To achieve habituation, the noise

should not cover the tinnitus. Rather, both

sounds should be heard: the therapy

sound and the tinnitus itself.

// Tinnitus Activities
Treatment (TAT)5

TAT is a treatment for the reaction to

tinnitus that also uses counselling, sound

therapy and other activities based on

cognitive behavioural therapy. In this case,

counselling is structured into four topics:

1 Thoughts and Emotions

2 Hearing and Communication

3 Sleep

4 Concentration

To set the therapy signal according to the

TAT protocol, the dispenser should also

use the ascendant technique and stop when

the sound is audible and comfortable for

the patient. Many patients report that

broadband noise is easier to listen to than

their tinnitus. While the goal here is not

to achieve total masking or mixing point,

it is acceptable to use total masking if the

patient prefers it.

// Tinnitus patients with
hearing loss

The majority of tinnitus patients seen by

dispensers require a combination treatment

for both hearing loss and tinnitus. For

these patients, it is suggested to first try

amplification only. For many patients with

tinnitus (and hearing loss,) simply wearing

hearing aids mitigates the effects of their

tinnitus. If the amplification of the natural

environment isn’t sufficiently reducing the

patient’s reaction to tinnitus, a designated

hearing instrument program in a mixed

mode (microphone+noise) can be

activated. Typical set up will include one

program with amplification alone and

another program with the mixed mode.

// Tinnitus but no
hearing loss

When treating tinnitus without hearing loss,

a noise-only mode without microphone

input is appropriate. In this case, hearing

instruments can be used as a simple

masker. The amount of noise shaping

desired is the primary consideration for

these patients, which is often based on

the hearing instrument technology level.

Here, more economic hearing aid models

are appropriate, as they often do not

feature the sophisticated amplification

algorithms necessary for people with

hearing loss.

// Therapy signal
alternatives

Acoustic therapy doesn’t always require a

noisier signal in the device, or following an

established tinnitus treatment protocol. As

mentioned above, amplification alone is a

common treatment for tinnitus patients6,7,

and is often the starting recommendation by

the HCP. However as hearing instruments

have become more sophisticated, less

circuit noise has meant much “quieter”

hearing aids. Additionally, modern hearing

instruments automatically reduce

background noise with noise reduction

algorithms and directional microphones.

Although these advances improve sound

quality and comfort for traditional hearing

aid wearers, they may be counterproductive

for tinnitus patients.

When habituation is the treatment goal,

a standard recommendation is to avoid

silence8. However, not all patients are

candidates for noise therapy. For these

tinnitus sufferers, alternative amplification

strategies include:

// Frequency shaping

Acoustic therapy with the hearing

instrument alone typically involves making

environmental sounds more audible for

the patient. Some tinnitus patients may

prefer a slight increase in soft level gain.

In order to use environmental sounds as a

natural masking noise for your patient

with hearing loss and tinnitus, you many

choose to reduce or eliminate some of

the noise reduction features. Consider a

multi-channel approach where less noise

reduction is applied in the lower
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frequencies where “room noise” is typi-

cally present. In some cases it may be ad-

vantageous to give the patient a second

dedicated program where noise reduction

is completely eliminated.

HCPs can choose alternative trigger points

for the directional microphone modes and

varying levels of directionality. A tinnitus

wearer may prefer the hearing instrument

stay in an omni-directional mode to amplify

more ambient noise when the tinnitus is

more intense. Adding a second program

and disabling directional processing can

also achieve this.

Modern streaming devices connect to

virtually any audio device, wirelessly

turning a pair of hearing instruments into

a personal headset. Patients can now

download several apps to the wearer’s

smartphone, iPod, tablet and/or computer

and stream relaxation sound files to the

hearing instruments. A quick search in

Google Play or the Apple App Stores for

“Tinnitus,” “Relax,” or “Audio” yield

several apps that may help complement

your tinnitus therapy program.

// Counselling

Habituation to tinnitus can take between

12 to18 months even with appropriate

sound therapy. Because of this, many

patients return to their dispenser feeling

discouraged, frustrated, and desperate.

This is why counselling should be an

essential part of tinnitus treatment, and is

featured prominently in most successful

therapy programs such as TRT and TAT. The

patient must understand what tinnitus is in

order to overcome or avoid the negative

associations that inhibit habituation.

Mental health professionals often

specialise in Cognitive Behavioural Therapy

(CBT), which is commonly used in treating

a patient’s psychological response to tinnitus.

A dispenser may consider a multi-disciplinary

approach to tinnitus treatment where

they fit and adjust the hearing instrument

for effective sound therapy and provide

only the initial tinnitus counselling. Once

sound therapy has begun, the mental

health professional can provide additional

counselling and CBT to further support

the emotional well-being of the patient.

// Modulated therapy
signals therapy

Several hearing aid suppliers have

introduced “Ocean Waves” therapy

signals as an expanded feature in their

products. These new, modulated therapy

signals complement the five static therapy

noises that can be chosen from a preset

or be customized in up to 20 bands by the

professional.

The modulating therapy sounds offer

built-in “nature sounds” as a tinnitus therapy

option. The four modulated signals differ

primarily in terms of the intensity and

frequency of the modulation, or breaking

ocean waves. As an alternative to the

more artificial and static therapy noises,

these new signals were designed to

provide a positive, soothing, and stress-

relieving listening experience ideal for

tinnitus patients who prefer a more natural

therapy signal.

Recent research in tinnitus therapy signals

suggests that although the long term

effects of modulated sounds have yet to

be determined, they can be considered

for use on a case-by-case basis. As Reavis

pointed out, “in addition to a traditional

masking approach using unmodulated

pure tones and white noise, modulated

sounds should be used for tinnitus

suppression because they may be more

effective in reducing hyperactive neural

activities associated with tinnitus.” 9

// Conclusion

As discussed in this article sound therapy

for the treatment of tinnitus can take

many forms, however, all forms of sound

therapy are intended to alter the tinnitus

perception and reactions for clinical

benefit. Since the patient’s reaction to the

configuration of a particular hearing

instrument or sound generating device is

subjective, there is no right or wrong

combination of features to use when it

comes to tinnitus treatment. It is

recommended that the dispenser try

different combinations of features at

various settings to find what’s right for

each patient. �

Tinnitus Primer

An example of how the HCP can customize the modulated therapy signal within the fitting software
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I
t’s seven years since BSHAA decided to make Congress an annual event “as an experiment”

– and seven years on it’s still going strong. The 2015 conference at the Telford

International Centre attracted well over 200 delegates, slightly more than last year, and

a record 33 trade stands.

Council member Karen Finch has been at the helm throughout those years, but has decided

to stand down, so it was fitting that her last Congress received positive feedback from

delegates, exhibitors and speakers.

At an informal presentation ceremony during the conference gala dinner, President Peter

Sydserff paid tribute to Karen for all the time, energy and dedication she had given to making

sure every Congress was a success.

And later he spoke of the quality of all aspects of the event. “I thought all of the presentations

at Congress were top drawer,” he said, “the exhibition is one of the best that I’ve seen so

far. A great variety and mix of stands, well presented with plenty for delegates to talk about.”

“Top-drawer presentations” and
“the best ever trade exhibition”

Congress 2015 a big hit
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“And the party was great fun too. It was

good to see so many delegates and

exhibitors enjoying themselves and taking

part in the party theme,” he said.

Enjoyment is not quite how the organis-

ers would described the days leading up

to the event. At the start of the week the

keynote speaker Professor Louise Hickson

emailed to say a member of her family

was dangerously ill and she wouldn’t be

able to make the journey to Telford from

her home in Australia.

Fortunately, she said, a colleague, Dr

Nerina Scarinci was in Europe and had

worked on the research that was the

subject of her talk and might be willing to

take over. Dr Scarinci was, and delivered

Professor Hickson’s presentations as if

they were her own.

Next the facilitator Rachel Sloane put out

the warning flags that she might not be

able to make it because of a health issue –

although Rachel did take part in the end.

The third organisational nightmare (things

always come in threes) was at six a.m. on

the opening day when Kerry Kirby, on the

programme to deliver a seminar on social

media did report in sick.

Fortunately local graphic design and web

consultant Alan Muscat agreed to step in

and with two hours notice delivered a

presentation to around sixty delegates,

repeating his performance on the Saturday.

“When you organise an event like Congress

you have to be prepared to be flexible

and think on your feet if and when things

go wrong,” said Karen Finch afterwards.

She added: “An awesome congress! The

delegates are definitely happy, the

exhibitors tell me they have had great

footfall – resulting in good business, the

speakers tell me how much they have

enjoyed the experience and I can see the

President smiling. What more could an

organiser want!”

On her decision to stand down, Karen

said: “I’ve been on BSHAA Council for 15

years now and have chaired the Congress

Committee for a number of years and I

just felt it was time for change and new

vitality. Although from a delegate point of

view it’s over in a matter of hours, for me

it represented a year’s work: finding a

suitable venue, planning the content, and

then making it happen. Being involved in

Congress over the years has been

tremendous fun and seeing delegates

having a good time has been very

rewarding. I genuinely offer my successor

every good wish for future events.

The Telford Congress saw a number of firsts:

it was the first time the President hosted

a pre-conference drinks reception for

delegates the night before. The conference

began later for those travelling on the day

to have a more leisurely start. The exhibi-

tion had a formal opening and there were

hot breakfast buns and drinks to

restore those who had travelled.

And later it was the first opportunity

presented to the new Chief Executive,

David Welbourn and the Education and

Professional Development Consultant Jay

Jindal to address larger numbers of

BSHAA Members.

The scene was set though, by President

Peter Sydserff who, in the opening session,

again set out the challenges facing the

Society in an audiological world that was

changing rapidly. He warned that those who

were not prepared to readily accept the

discomfort of change would miss the boat.

Above: a view of the “best ever” exhibition hall

Right: BSHAA CEO addresses Congress

Below left: Congress Facilitator Rachel Sloane



Top salesman Gavin Ingham developed the need to embrace

change to achieve success, in his session which followed. “Good

enough was not good enough anymore,” he said, “people only

wanted to do business with the best. The successful would set

themselves higher standards that anyone else to become Best in

Class’’ he said.

In the final session before delegates went into breakout groups,

Dr Nerina Scarinci explained the findings of research led by

Professor Hickson, at the University of Queensland into models of

hearing care based on client-and family-centred principles which

were widely advocated.

She reminded her audience that due to the two-way process of

communication, communications difficulties in adults with hearing

loss can also affect family members and explained how research has

shown that family members share in the disability by experiencing

what the World Health Organisation termed “third-party disability”.

Nerina said the research had revealed a mismatch in audiological

rehabilitation between the preference for client-and-family-centred

care and current clinical practice.

As a result of interviews with audiologists, adults with hearing loss

and their family members the University had, she said, identified

opportunities to further engage clients and their family in audiological

decision making and to better address their psychosocial needs.

The two-hour lunch break that followed was a great opportunity

for delegates to catch up with the exhibitors and to get their VISA

cards stamped to prove they had visited each stand. Running for

the second year the scheme offered over 30 prizes, the top one

worth over £3,000. The draw took place at the end of the last

session on Saturday afternoon.

Friday afternoon’s proceedings opened with Nerina back in the

main hall for a breakout session to discuss the University’s work

looking at the value of support material produce to help hearing

aid users get the best from their instruments.

A hand-out on this talk can be downloaded from the members

section of the website where readers can also see most of the

presentations. However Nerina’s “take home message” was that

current user guides are not suitable for older adults and that best

practice user guides lead to successful rehabilitation outcomes.

Also providing breakout sessions were Anne Davies of James Cook

University Hospital, in Middlesbrough, who has been reviewing the

benefits of wireless accessories for hearing aid users and Alan

Muscat, who spoke about the value of social media as a means of

promoting business.
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Singing haddock were the surprise content of a talk by Dr Karolina

Kluk, Senior Lecturer in Audiology at the University of Manchester.

Karolina argued that the vestibular system contributes significantly

to hearing in humans, a highly contentious hypothesis up until now

but one which provided strong evidence in support of a common

evolutionary origin of the vestibular and auditory systems.

Some audience members might well have said “so what”, but

Karolina then explained that the findings had at least two important

implications for the future of auditory research.

Firstly, results of any auditory studies, which made use of loud

signals might be contaminated with non-cochlear contributions

and secondly, acoustically activated vestibular projections may

contribute to the affective responses in listening to music, and

indeed could have made a contribution to the evolution of music.

The next speaker on stage was ENT surgeon Dr Simon Gane,

founder of the Clear Ear Clinic in London who captivated his

audience with a whistle stop tour of abnormalities they might find

during the all-important aural examination.

His slides introduced delegates to such conditions as wolf-ear in

which the inner and outer ear are so covered in hair that examination

is almost impossible and a variety of rare diseases all of which

required referral.

Dr Gane scored the highest feedback of Friday pipping the final

speaker, Dr David Baguley by just 1%.

Dr Baguley, always popular at BSHAA events, is Head of Service:

Audiology/ Hearing Implants at Cambridge University Hospitals

and one of the UK’s leading tinnitus experts. He presented an

update of the clinical and research work that is currently going on.

He reflected critically on recent developments in understanding

the mechanisms of tinnitus, who has it and why, and treatments

(both standard and novel).

Saturday morning opened with a look at audiology from the

European perspective when Mark Laureyns, President of the

Association of European Audiologists, explained the role of the

Association as a collective voice.

He pointed out that the various countries that made up membership

of the Association might be disparate but that 80% of what they

did was the same everywhere. The remaining 20% represented

how they did it and where.

The threats facing UK audiologists were the same threats facing

those on the Continent – the pace of change in the technology on

offer to the consumer. In particularly he described what the AEA

was doing about PSAPs – personal amplification devices which, to

the public, seemed like a cheap alternative to a hearing aid.

He explained that these devices were just amplifiers of sound, the

majority without any limiting device to protect the hearing of the

user – but because they were not classed as hearing aids no legal

standards covered their design. The AEA was trying to get legislation

in place to protect the public from these devices.
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Next on stage was BSHAA’s new CEO, David Welbourn, who

continued to build on his theme that the future of the Society will be

determined by the way we focus on raising the standards of

professionalism. Part of David’s consistent message was that

professional development is much more than training in new ideas

or developing new skills, though those are important. (See Figure 1

above) David’s challenge to all practising members was to reflect

on the way they exercised and refined their professional judgement

when facing different situations.

The importance of promoting the participation of adults with hearing

loss in their rehabilitation was the subject of a talk by Dr Ariane

Laplante-Lévesque, who is Research Project Manager, at the

Eriksholm Research Centre in Denmark, and an Associate Professor

(adjunct) at Linköping University in Sweden.

She described how shared decision making had resulted in better

hearing aid uptake and successful outcomes. In her research over

150 patients aged 50+ visiting audiologists for the first time were

offered rehabilitation interventions with shared decision making.

She said the results underlined the importance of a patient-centred

and trusting approach to decision making. More specifically, audiologists

should discuss the impact of hearing impairment and motivation to

successfully help patients make decisions that result in intervention

uptake and successful outcomes.

Before Saturday lunch the breakout sessions were repeated… an

idea introduced following feedback in 2015 when many delegates

expressed the wish to attend more than one session.

The final afternoon was opened with a session on how the regulator,

the Health and Care Professions Council saw its role as one of

safeguarding: protecting the public by regulating the profession.

Jonathan Jones, Stakeholder Communications Manager, at the

HCPC was the speaker and he explained the benefits to the

profession of statutory regulation of hearing aid dispensers.

He also explained what resources were available from the HCPC

– including guidance on confidentiality and continuing professional

development, and outlined the new requirement to have professional

indemnity arrangements in place.

Dr Ariane Laplante-Lévesque Jonathan Jones
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Dr Jay Jindal, BSHAA’s Education and Professional Development

Consultant was the penultimate speaker who reminded delegates

that for almost 70 years of audiology they still relied most on what

he called: “the good old PTA” as the main test of client’s hearing.

(See Figure 2 above).

Jay demonstrated that a good 15 minutes spent in the clinic could

give very important information about a client's auditory system as

a whole, and could help in making decisions about their management

Sound Affects, said Dr Julian Treasure – Congress’ top rated and

final speaker. In a powerful and polished presentation he said it

affected every aspect of our lives, from our health and relationships

to our success in achieving life goals.

Julian introduced the fundamentals of sound, how our brains had

evolved to react to the sound around us, and how we could take

control of this sound to lead happier, healthier lives and how listening

was a crucial part of this ability to communicate and succeed.

He used sound samples to highlight his presentation and outlined

how the right sounds help retail environments do more business

and therefore how the wrong sounds negatively impact (he used

airport retail environments as his example).

Therefore as ever, the best presentation was saved to last. �

(We hoped you enjoyed Congress 15 – Editor)

Left: Dr Jay Jindal

Below: Dr Julian Treasure
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Y
ou know what it’s like, you join a

new club and you are looking

forward to going for the first time,

but just a little bit concerned that

you won’t know anybody and will end up

looking like “Billy no mates”. That’s how I

was feeling on the Thursday evening before

attending my first BSHAA Congress. I say

first because I’m pretty sure it will not be

my last.

From the moment I entered the Telford

conference centre, I felt welcomed. My

fears about being “Billy” were unfounded

as I met several colleagues within minutes

of entering the venue. BSHAA staff were

on hand to issue us with our ID badges

and a bag of ‘goodies’ to help us make the

most of the next two days.

I have to say, after a journey of several

hours, the bacon roll went down a treat

too. When the president of BSHAA cut

the red ribbon to officially open the

exhibition we were all let loose on the

exhibitors and I was immediately struck by

how friendly and helpful everybody was.

For someone who has only been in the

industry for five minutes, I was of course

concerned that my lack of knowledge

would be cruelly exposed at the first

question. However, no sooner had I

approached the first stand than I realised

that my fears were unfounded.

The lecture sessions were on a wide

range of topics that I would think would

appeal to most people in the audience.

Indeed it seemed that the sessions were

pitched to be just as interesting for the

clinicians as the commercially minded

amongst us. I have to admit that as

interesting as Dr Karolina Kluk’s talk on

vestibular hearing was, it did go a little

over my head. On the other hand Dr

David Baguley and his discussion about

the progress we are making with tinnitus

had far more relevance for me, and the

clients that I see every day in practise.

For sheer availability and variety of

information resources you would struggle

to beat Congress. Add to that the

opportunity to ask the sort of questions

you just can’t ask on the phone, then the

chance to ‘put faces to names’ and you

have a pretty powerful combination.

As I said earlier, every delegate was given

a rucksack containing a selection of BSHAA

‘goodies’. This was soon dwarfed, however

by the overwhelming amount of literature

and ‘further reading’ provided by the

manufacturers, retailers, educators and

others manning the stands in the

exhibition hall.

For anyone like me who is new to the

industry, the chance to talk to so many

exhibitors in such a short space of time

was invaluable. I must admit to getting a

little carried away with the collecting of

stamps from each exhibitor in order to

try and win their prizes in the draw that

was to take place on Saturday.

Due to the fact that I work primarily in a

domiciliary setting, I was especially hopeful

that I would win the domiciliary case

offered by the good folk at Puretone. Sadly,

this wasn’t to be. But if it was you who

won, I’m sure it’s been put to good use.

As you may have gathered by now, I was

very glad that I attended both days of

Congress. However, just to make it even

more enjoyable was the small matter of

the Gala Dinner. Now, ask anybody how

exciting and glamorous a roomful of

hearing aid audiologists could be and I’m

not too sure what kind of answers you’d

get. Add that many would be wearing

fancy dress? In fact we had everything

from Guns and Roses to the Flintstones,

Freddie Mercury to mountaineers. Oh

and we had a great time too!

So to sum things up, if you weren’t at

Congress this year I hope you will consider

going next year. If you were at Congress

this year, I know you’ll be there next year.

And by the way I was delighted to have been

selected as the winner of the competition

and recommend all BSHAA members to

have a go, and put pen to paper this year.

You never know you may win! �

Robin is a Pre-registered Hearing Aid

Dispenser working in the South and West

Region. He is pictured below left receiving

his writing competition prize from Trevor

Andrews, BSHAA People Editor.

“For sheer availability and variety

of information resources you would

struggle to beat Congress”

Robin Gordon

Congress

A newbie at

Last year, student member Robin Gordon penned A day in the life of a student, a piece of prose

that won him first place in BSHAA People’s writing competition. His prize, apart from a cheque for

£250, was a year’s free membership and a place at Congress 2015 in Telford.

Jay Jindal, BSHAA’s Education Consultant, selected Robin’s article from many entrants. Jay felt the

article – whilst one of the shorter in length – had a strong message, and was clear and insightful.

Robin agreed to reflect on this year’s Congress as a first time visitor. Here is his report…
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There were over 20 entries for the poster competition that

culminated at Congress in Telford this year – nearly four times as

many as in 2014, when the competition was launched.

In all, nine entries were selected for display and caused considerable

interest among delegates. The winning poster was submitted by

Eva Mayer, a student on the Hidden Hearing Hearing Aid

Dispenser Course, at Buxton, and is displayed in the centre pages

of this magazine.

As well as the £250 prize, Eva won a delegate place at the

Congress where her winnings were presented to her by President

Peter Sydserff (pictured below).

Her poster asked the question, “Could we all do MORE for the

Ears of the World?” reminding audiologists that they COULD do

more by donating used hearing aids to charity organisations,

signing up for fundraising events or volunteering.

The competition will continue in the coming year and the Universities

have indicated that they are keen to be more involved.

Chief Executive David Welbourn says the competition allowed

BSHAA to engage more actively with young (and not so young)

people who are training to be the next generation of audiologists.

And he added that it was also another way the Society could

encourage and promote the importance of sharing of knowledge –

the keystone to improving the practice of audiology and the

standing of BSHAA members.

David sees this competition as an important element of his

Celebrating Excellence campaign that you will see growing in

significance for the Society.

Editor’s note: You can read how Olwyn Morris has volunteered to

help third world hearing on page 40 of BSHAA People. �

Poster

Student

Competition

Enthusiastic support for poster

competition

Read the winning poster in full overleaf
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T
his year at BSHAA Congress the exhibition area again

presented a great location for colleagues to meet to

update on the latest technological advances. Plus, many

other professional bodies had a stand to enable BSHAA

members to learn about the topics they are working on, these

included BAA, AIHHP, BTA and NCHA.

We noted you could find out about virtually any item needed within

a audiology practice, ranging from electronic patient record suppliers,

to acoustic booths, to dispensing accessories, hearing aids and new

innovations.

Widex introduced the recently launched, FASHION POWER and

FUSION CROS. FASHION POWER, is the new addition to their

DREAM hearing aid family. Its attractive, slim design makes it ideal

for hearing aid users looking for something that is powerful and

suitable for severe to profound hearing loss. The expanded input

dynamic range and strong low frequency output of FASHION

POWER gives users excellent sound quality without distortion.

Widex CROS is the solution for clients with single-sided deafness

which can be configured as either a CROS or BiCROS solution. The

company also ran a successful digital diagnostic clinic at the conference,

where Independent dispensers underwent a review of their online

digital presence. The clinics were very well received with delegates

taking home useful information on how to improve their online profile.

The Starkey team were on good form and thoroughly enjoyed a

vibrant couple of days at the conference, meeting and greeting

delegates. Particular highlights included the latest Halo Made for

iPhone solutions including the new Halo BTE and the TruLink

Hearing Control app which is now available for select Android

phones and compatible with Apple Watch.

In addition, SoundLens 2, builds on the huge success of their

Invisible-in-Canal solution, allowing professionals to fit more patients

with invisible solutions than ever before. These latest introduction,

coupled with the industry-leading wireless Z Series portfolio

offered delegates a solution whatever their patients may need.

BSHAA had no less than three providers of Spectacle aids in the

exhibition area. Puretone, Starkey and Cluistrom. Spectacle

hearing aids continue to represent an option for consumers who

are concerned about the discomfort of combining a hearing system

with their glasses or simply the overall cosmetics of wearing a

hearing aid.

Phonak said that they had been building up to BSHAA 2015 for

many months as it was perfectly timed to coincide with a latest

product launch on the new Venture platform. With so much to

talk about this year, they decided to build their exhibition stand

around three areas:

Bolero V and CROS II are the latest products to become available

in the Venture family. The head of professional services, Graham

Hilton, used his interactive programme to demonstrate these

products as well as the much talked about ‘AutoSense Operating

System’.

Total Business Solutions. With a number of new business support

initiatives exclusively available to the independent market, Phonak

dedicated a section of its stand to showcase the entire range of

Exhibition

The Congress
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support services it now offers. The response was fantastic; this

made it clear that there is a growing trend amongst independents

for more bespoke solutions to their business growth.

Phonak Academy. Launched earlier this year, the Phonak Academy

membership has grown significantly with major interest being

shown in professional development and the event programme.

There were a number of new registrations at Congress proving

how the conference attracts highly engaged delegates.

Sivantos (formerly Siemens Hearing Instruments) introduced the

rest of their binax platform in the form of custom and BTE aids

following the launch of their receiver in the canal aids. Again they

could say that their aids offer the world’s first technology that

outperforms normal hearing*.

Sivantos were delighted to welcome a large number of delegates

to their stand who were keen to find out more about their new

products, which include yet another world first: binaural OneMic

directionality which delivers the first adaptive directional system in

a CIC with one microphone. Delegates tested for themselves the

range of binax features and benefits with the popular demonstration

head. As well as the impressive narrow directionality customers

heard the new tinnitus Ocean Waves therapy signals; a solution

designed to provide added flexibility when managing tinnitus.

All Insio binax models can be remotely controlled using Apps for

smartphones and audio streaming is available. Insio and Ric’s are

available in 7bx, 5bx, and 3bx technology levels.

Mark Laben, UK Product and Marketing Manager at Sivantos said:

“I was very pleased with the interest shown in our stand,

demonstrations and products at this year’s BSHAA. It’s great to

see how impressed customers are after they have listened to

binax!”

Other hearing aid suppliers included GN ReSound who showed

their full Linx range of hearing aids and Oticon who showed Alta

2, RIA 2 and Nera 2. Their stands were busy throughout the

meeting adding to the buzz in the exhibition area.

Most delegates reviewed the exhibition as an important part of the

event and many delegates used their VISA card at each stand

continuing to make the BSHAA Congress trade exhibition a must

do in the audiology calendar. �

* Two clinical studies have shown that binax provides better than normal hearing in

certain demanding environments (University of Northern Colorado, 2014;

Oldenburg Hözentrum, 2013): Speech Reception Thresholds (SRT) in cocktail-

party situations improved up to 2.9 dB for wearers with mild to moderate hearing

loss using Carat binax or Pure binax hearing aids with narrow directionality,

compared to people with normal hearing.
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BSHAA

in Telford
ROCKS

Above: Ray Jones as Freddie Mercury

accompanied by his wife Marianne as Tina Turner

and BSHAA President Peter Sydserff

Left: Sivantos

Below: Widex as highly commended rock climbers
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Around 250 delegates and exhibiting staff packed into the Ludlow Suite at Telford

International Centre for the annual Congress Gala Dinner, this year themed on

“A touch of Rock”.

And as ever the wide-ranging interpretation was breath-taking! Phonak won the

manufacturers’ team prize with their interpretation of The Flintstones arriving at

the venue in a food powered car which they’d assembled earlier in the day.

Widex drew a commendation for their clever alpine rock climbing outfits and

GN ReSound rocked as Guns N Roses.

There was a fair smattering of Freddie Mercury lookalikes but it was Ray Jones’

interpretation accompanied by his wife Marianne as Tina Turner that took the

award for best couple.

Society Treasurer David Foley always makes an effort and was rewarded this

year with individual prize for his Punk Rock outfit complete with extremely spiky

and colourful Mohican haircut.

The room was brilliantly decorated by Karen Finch and her team with place mats

made from vinyl LPs and lots of table goodies including a stick of BSHAA

seaside-rock for each diner.

The surprise of the evening was the announcement by President Peter Sydserff

that after many years at the helm of the Congress organising team Karen had

decided to stand down.

Presenting her with a parting gift, Peter praised Karen’s energy and enthusiasm

over the years always making Congress a wonderful experience for all. �

Left: Manufacturers’ prize winners Phonak

Below: GN ReSound as Guns N Roses

Left: Competition Judges (left to right) Dr Nerina Scarinci,

Dr Ariane Laplante-Lévesque, Dr David Baguley and Rachel Sloane

Below: Karen Finch is thanked for her years

of Congress organising work by BSHAA

President Peter Sydserff
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Scottish members

BSHAA
engages with

S
cottish members and guests

attended an engagement event at

the Holiday Inn, near the Zoo in

Edinburgh last month, part of a

campaign to find out how the membership

sees the future.

The meeting was the first of a series that

are planned around the country, and

followed what was believed to be the first

ever BSHAA Council meeting to be held

in Scotland, the previous day.

The Members’ event was chaired by

President Peter Sydserff who gave an

overview of the work the Society has been

doing to compare the demographics of the

HCPC register of dispensers and that of

the BHSAA member list. It demonstrated

starkly how the large number of young

female registrants is not well represented

within the Society’s membership.

Peter asked: “How does BSHAA attract

these new dispensers?” But he went on to

explain that the underlying question was

what did audiologists, particularly in Scotland

want the Society to deliver to make

membership not just attractive but

unmissable.

Much of the discussion was about the

remoteness of Scotland and how this

affected attendance at events. Local

committees were suggested and more than

one delegate wondered if

video-conferencing could be used.

Other members wanted better information

about new procedures, guidance on ways

they could “uplift their practice” and

opportunities for enhanced practice.

Other speakers at the event included

Alistair Tait from the British Hearing Aid

Manufacturers Association, who updated

on sales figures, Linda Sharkey from

Hearing Link Scotland and Christine Johnson

from the QMU who outlined to the

meeting the various audiology courses

that were on offer from her institution

and explained the complete regulatory

framework each course had to comply with

including the requirements of the HCPC

to ensure the course was recognised.

Afterwards the President said the meeting

had been a great opportunity for him to

connect with members on subject matter

of genuine local interest.

It was, he said, an opportunity for the

Chief Executive, David Welbourn, to get

to grips with members whose concerns

were only about working in Scotland,

not AQP which exercised the minds of

dispensers in England. They sought every

opportunity to influence change to benefit

the end user. �
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Hearing aids are rare due to the lack of

proper testing, ear moulds and batteries

and those with hearing aids are rarely

provided with the rehabilitative support

needed for the transition from limited

hearing to hearing.

In fact audiology is hugely under-resourced,

particularly outside the private health care

service, although even private hospitals

only have one qualified audiologist. There

are schools for the deaf, but staff have

limited access to training and resources.

There is very little in the way of community

awareness and outreach.

Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) works

through volunteers in developing countries

to fight poverty and to tackle the social

exclusion often faced by people living with

disabilities. VSO works with communities

and local health service providers and

increasing access to audiology services is

an important new component the work in

Rwanda.

// Introducing a Common
Sign Language

Before 2006 the country didn’t even have

a unified sign-language. It was previously

split along geographical lines into a patch-

work of different sign-languages. This has

also had a major impact on deaf people in

Rwanda, preventing them from receiving

an education, health care and support

from courts and the police.

VSO volunteers have been working with a

group of deaf people to create a sign

language, which allows the deafened from

across the country to communicate with

each other for the first time.

VSO wants an audiologist to build on this

landmark work to train and mentor health

professionals who’ve received only limited

audiology training. The volunteer will

work directly with communities to talk

about prevention and mitigation of hearing

loss. The work will live on long after the

volunteer leaves, as they will work with

local VSO staff and partner organisations

to develop a model of good practice for

the delivery of audiology services: helping

to grow the service on a national scale.

VSO provides volunteers with extensive

training before placements and also offers

a package which includes a local living

allowance, return flights, accommodation,

insurance and more. The VSO in-country

team and the network of other VSO

volunteers offer support during placements.

When volunteers return to their home

countries, they’re helped to resettle –

many VSO returned volunteers stay

involved with the organisation long after

their placement ends.

Find out more about VSO’s work overseas

and how you could use your skills in

Audiology to make a difference in Rwanda

http://www.vso.org.uk/bethevolunteer �

HelpingRwanda’s
hearing impaired

to communicateThe search is on for an audiologist

to help the charity Voluntary

Service Overseas (VSO) in the

central East African state of

Rwanda where the skills and

resources are currently lacking

to help people with hearing loss.
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1. Introduction

In February of this year the World Health

Organisation (WHO) published a report

highlighting that up to 1.1 billion young

adults (12-35 years) in middle and

high-income countries are at risk of

developing noise induced hearing loss as a

result of recreational noise exposure. The

report also highlighted that nearly 50% of

this population are exposed to unsafe

levels of sound from the use of personal

audio devices and that, approximately,

40% are exposed to potentially damaging

sound levels from attending clubs,

discotheques and bars.

If this was not a sufficiently concerning

public health statistic the issue of safe noise

levels becomes particularly important

when we consider that data from the U.S.

National Health and Nutrition Examination

Survey (NHANES) has suggested that, over

the past 20 years, the prevalence of hearing

loss among young people is definitely on

the rise.

The problem that we face is that noise

induced hearing loss, at any age, is

permanent and is likely to dramatically

exacerbate the impact of any additional

age related hearing loss that is acquired in

later life.

Another worrying fact is that tinnitus is far

more likely to occur as a result of suffering

from noise induced auditory damage, with

studies reporting up to a 67.7% prevalence

rate (Mrena et al 2007). It is, therefore,

essential to provide the public with an

understanding of what sort of noise levels

can actually be damaging and what people

can do to protect their hearing from

dangerous sound pressure levels.

A Brief Survey of

Recreational Noise Levels

in London

Mark Williams BSc, MSc, Dip CCA, RHAD

BSHAA Professional Development

Committee member Mark Williams

is the chief audiologist at The

Tinnitus Clinic in London and he is

always on the lookout for new clients.

This article shows what he did to

generate interest in hearing loss

and his business.

Do get in contact with Mark if you

have any questions of how you

could follow his example.

The first area to outline is that Mark

had spotted an event that he could

build some marketing activity and

PR around – Noise Action Week –

not least because he had noticed

that over time London had become

a noisier place to live and work.

As with any good PR he needed

research and evidence upon

which to base his case, so he did

it. Here is what Mark wrote, and

the research he carried out. The

story was sent to national, regional

and local press. He also used

digital media to communicate as

widely as possible, all of which

generated lots of interest in his

business. We hope it motivates you

to run your own campaign.
Chief Audiologist at The Tinnitus
Clinic Ltd, Harley Street, London

> audiologist.williams@gmail.com

// MARK
WILLIAMS
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2. How Humans Hear

All animal auditory systems work to enable

the conscious awareness of pressure

waves / vibrations that exist within solid,

liquid or gaseous environments. This

conscious appreciation of vibration is

referred to as sound. In order for this

process to occur the sound information

has to be successfully conveyed to the

hearing component of the brain for

translation.

This is achieved by the ear changing the

sound energy into a series of nerve

impulses that are coded for analysis within

the auditory centre of the brain. This

process of converting one type of energy

into another is called transduction. In this

way the hearing organ of the ear, known

as the cochlea, acts just like a biological

version of a modern day microphone.

For auditory transduction to occur, sound

energy has to be conducted from the

external environment to the cochlea that

is deep within the temporal bone. This is

achieved by the action of the eardrum and

middle ear system. Sound energy enters

the ear canal and causes the eardrum to

vibrate at an equivalent frequency.

The vibrations are transmitted through

the middle ear system by three bones,

called ossicles, which are the smallest type

of bone found in mammals. The ear drum

and ossicles serve to amplify the vibrations

and to convey the energy to the cochlea.

An ossicle called the stapes (or stirrup)

transmits the amplified vibrations through

a membrane-covered window into the

cochlea which is filled with a biological

fluid.

The vibrations then move through the

cochlea causing delicate hair cell structures

to deflect and initiate the production of a

series of nerve impulses. These nerve

impulses are conducted to the auditory

centre of brain where they are interpreted

as sound.

Different pitches of sound cause separate

hair cell populations to fire nerve impulses

so the whole system acts like an acoustic

prism in that it divides sound up into

different note like channels or bandwidths.

In this sense the system is structured in a

similar fashion to a piano keyboard. This

keyboard-like configuration is preserved

all the way up and into the hearing part of

the brain.

Hearing loss typically occurs due to the

delicate cochlea hair cells dying over time.

Most humans, at birth, are estimated to

have roughly 12,000 of these cells

throughout the cochlea. However, as we

age this stock of cells deplete and are,

unfortunately, not replenished. Infection,

toxic drugs, ageing and acoustic trauma all

serve to reduce our hearing sensitivity by

killing off our sound processing hair cells

and in mammals once they are dead they

never regenerate. The base of the hearing

organ is responsible for processing higher

pitched sounds while the apex detects

lower frequency noises.

As most of the mechanical forces are

focused on the base region it is the high

pitch processing part of the hearing organ

that, typically, dies first leading to a

progressive high frequency hearing loss

that may progress to lower frequency

regions over time.

3.Noise Induced Hearing
Loss (NIHL)

It is well documented that exposure to

high sound pressure levels can induce both

temporary and permanent hearing loss in

mammals. The delicate hair cells within

the cochlea start to become fatigued as a

result of metabolic stress with constant

high intensity noise exposure. If the

duration of exposure is relatively short

there is a reasonable prospect of the

system recovering over a period of hours

or days after the noise exposure event.

However, if the noise is sufficiently loud

or if the exposure episodes are sufficiently

frequent then the hair cells, along with

other cochlea structures, will start to die

leading to permanent hearing loss. The

hearing loss is most often robustly

demonstrated via a reduction in high

pitched hearing acuity; sometimes with a

particular loss emphasis around the

resonant frequency of the human ear

canal (usually between 3 and 4 KHz).

High frequency hearing loss, typically,

leads to a reduction in an individual’s

speech discrimination ability as a result of

reducing our audibility of high pitched

speech sounds (e.g.: consonants like ‘sh’,

‘th’ etc.). As we lose our hearing ability

we also start to become less able to

separate speech sounds from background

noise leading to a reduced ability to

communicate effectively in everyday

social environments like restaurants etc.

Another negative impact of experiencing a

noise induced hearing loss is the potential

to develop a reduction in tolerance to

everyday sounds which is known as

hyperacusis.

It seems probable that the mammalian

auditory system has the ability to regulate

an organism’s perception of loudness. In

this way our loudness perception changes

depending on the noise levels of the

environment that we are in, with our

loudness sensitivity being lower when we

are in noisy environments and vice versa.

Fig 1: Diagram showing inner and middle ear structure
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It is considered that this system is

comparable to a central volume control

feature that regulates loudness perception

depending on the sensitivity requirements

of the acoustic environment. It is also highly

probable that our emotional state can also

influence this dynamic volume control

(i.e.: auditory sensitivity being elevated

when we are anxious or fearful etc.).

Noise exposure can induce a temporary

decrease in cochlea function as a result of

inducing metabolic stress within the

organ’s hair cells. This often causes a

short-term hearing loss that resolves once

normal cochlea function resumes.

However, it seems likely that this sudden

reduction in auditory function can induce

a rapid increase in the central volume

control level in an attempt to regulate

loudness perception. This is fine while the

cochlea is performing below par but once

the organ recovers from the noise

exposure central volume levels may

remain stuck at the elevated level leading

to a potentially huge and inappropriate

increase in loudness perception levels.

Hyperacusis (abnormally sensitive hearing)

can often be challenging to treat and is

known to have the potential to dramatically

reduce quality of life.

4.Noise Exposure and
Tinnitus

Tinnitus is the involuntary perception of

sound, in the absence of corresponding

auditory stimuli, which is perceived as

originating within an individual’s ears or

head.

People normally experience some form of

high-pitched noise like ringing, whistling

or hissing. There is a host of evidence to

demonstrate that tinnitus onset is linked

to hearing loss with a strong correlation

being drawn between noise exposure

episodes and the emergence of tinnitus

perception.

It is probable that the hearing loss induces

aberrant activity within the central auditory

system in the brain that serves to generate

a phantom perception. The negative

emotional reaction to tinnitus can have a

very acute impact on a person’s quality of

life. The tinnitus perception can serve to

induce anxiety and disturb an individual’s

ability to sleep or relax in quiet

environments.

Tinnitus can induce a range of psychological

side effects that require people to seek

professional help. However, like hyperacusis,

it is important to note that the condition

can be successfully managed and treated

with appropriate therapies.

5.Noise Levels

The intensity of sound is recorded in

decibels (dB). There are many different

forms of decibel unit that are responsible

for representing different scales of

measurement. For instrument measured

environmental noise levels a unit called

decibel A weighted scale (dBA) is used to

quantify sound pressure levels. This so

called “A-weighting” is applied in an effort

to account for the particular sensitivities

of the human ear.

Permanent auditory damage can start to

occur if humans are exposed to sound

pressure levels at or above 85dBA. We

are able to tolerate lower intensity noise

levels for longer periods of time versus

high intensity noise levels. In this way the

duration of time that a person is exposed

to loud noise directly influences the

degree of damage that the auditory system

sustains and determines whether the

damage is permanent or not.

As the intensity of sound in most noisy

environments is prone to fluctuation, to

assess the risk to auditory health an average

of the sound pressure levels needs to be

calculated to determine what should be

done in order to reduce risk.

The United Kingdom Health and Safety

Executive (HSE) requires that employers

assess occupational noise exposure risks

for staff by calculating both a daily personal

noise exposure level along with a peak

sound pressure level. Average daily noise

exposure levels of between 80 and 84dB

require employers to educate employees

as to the risks of noise exposure and

provide ear defence upon request.

For average daily noise levels above 85dB

provision of appropriate ear defence to

employees becomes a mandatory issue.

However, this legislation (The Control of

Noise at Work Regulations 2005) relates

exclusively to people within a working

environment and so does not provide

guidance on protecting members of the

public who may be exposed to harmful

noise levels in venues or who live near

loud industry.

The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

states that employers need to do what is

reasonably practicable to safeguard the

health and safety of members of the public

exposed to noise as a result of their business

activities. Many venues already provide

free ear protection although the public do

still need to be persuaded to wear them.

The duration of noise exposure that would

be considered to be safe decreases as the

intensity of the noise signal increases. The

table below reveals how it is not only the

intensity of noise that is important when

trying to determine safety it is also the

duration of exposure.

source: US National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health Division

People who possess pre-existing tinnitus or

hyperacusis often experience a temporary

exacerbation of their condition if they are

exposed to loud noises. Therefore, it is very

important that individuals who suffer with

bothersome degrees of either condition

to take appropriate actions to defend

themselves from the effects of loud noises.

In order to gain insight into what

recreational noise levels the general public

face in London, audiologists from The

Tinnitus Clinic Ltd have been recording

sound pressure levels in a variety of venues

and locations in order to try and establish

whether there is any degree of risk.

Recreational Noise Levels in London (continued)

Exposure Time

Limit

Sound Pressure

Level

8 Hours 85dBA

4 Hours 88dBA

2 Hours 91dBA

1 Hour 94dBA

30 Mins 97dBA

15 Mins 100dBA

3 Mins and 30 Secs 103dBA

2 Mins and 15 Secs 106dBA
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6.Sound Pressure Level
Recordings

Over a period of days a series of ambient

noise level recordings were obtained

from a variety of bars, restaurants, clubs

and a cinema around the West End of

London. Additional sound pressure levels

were also recorded on a London

Underground tube line.

Bar venues were divided into two

categories; those with loud music and

those with low level, or background,

music. In the latter venues the primary

source of noise would be due to the vocal

energy from patrons, while in the former

the noise floor would be mainly generated

from music.

A series of recordings were taken over a

fixed period of time in order to produce a

predicted mean sound pressure level

along with a maximal, or peak, sound

pressure level. Levels were recorded at a

number of different areas within the

venues in order to calculate the mean and

maximal values.

Staff were also interviewed in order to

determine precautions what were being

taken in order to reduce their noise

exposure risk.

7.Results

The average noise level on one of the six

London underground deep tube lines was

not recorded as being loud enough to

present a risk to auditory health. The

recordings represent the noise levels

while actually travelling on the train and

do not represent the noise perceived on

station platforms.

However, it was interesting to note that

transient peak sound pressure level was

recorded at 86dBA. While the very short

duration of these noises is not sufficient to

permanently damage hearing it is highly

probable that passengers with a degree of

auditory sensitivity or hyperacusis would

find these sound pressure levels difficult

to tolerate.

The levels that were recorded from busy

bars located within central London were

not significant with respect of risk for

venues that did not play louder music.

However, for the venues that did play

louder music the sound pressure levels

were all recorded as being over 80dBA

with the peak levels being over 85dBA.

Sound pressure levels within the nightclub

venue were much higher with the average

level being at 90dBA and the peak level

being at over 100 dBA. This did represent

a real risk to auditory health with permanent

damage potentially occurring after,

approximately, two hours of exposure.

The sound levels recorded during the

screening of an action film were not

significant with respect to risk.

Staff who were interviewed within the

club venue, were provided with filtered

ear defence that they had been instructed

to wear when in certain areas and had

reported they had been educated regarding

noise exposure risks.

None of the staff that I spoke with who

worked in the bars with louder music had

received any instruction regarding noise

level risks or ear defence even though the

average sound pressure levels were

recorded as potentially breaching the

lower exposure action value of 80dBA.

Both venues commenced playing music at

approximately 18:00 on a nightly basis and

ceased playing at either 02:00 or 03:00.

As workers would be exposed to the

noise for circa 8 hours the staff should

be entitled to the provision of information/

training regarding noise exposure and

optional ear defence products. Workers

also have the right to be provided with

hearing function tests.

“
Sound pressure levels within the nightclub
venue were much higher with the average
level being at 90dBA and the peak level
being at over 100 dBA. This did represent
a real risk to auditory health

”
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Within the club venue, due to average

sound pressure levels being above 85dB,

ear defence should always be worn when

in the bar or dance floor areas.

Due to the peak noise levels recorded

within the bar venue with music it would

be important for patrons, with pre-existing

tinnitus, to utilise appropriate ear defence

in order to reduce the risk of tinnitus or

hyperacusis exacerbation. It would also

be reasonable for patrons that intended

to spend a protracted period of time in

the environment (i.e.: 6-8 hours) to

consider using low attenuation ear defence

in order to enjoy their evening safely.

8.Conclusion – Protect
Your Hearing

Audiologists and other hearing care

professionals are regularly asked by

patients how they can determine whether

noise levels in a venue or an environment

are dangerously loud or not. If loud noises

cause pain then this is a clear sign of

damage, however, beyond this there are a

number of ways to determine risk in noisy

places. Here’s my advice:

Firstly, if you are not able to hear

what a person is saying, and the

distance between you is approximately

a metre, then the environmental

noise levels are potentially very high.

Secondly, if noise levels are sufficiently

loud to cause you to have to elevate

your own voice in order to be heard

this could be sign of a damagingly

loud environment.

Lastly, if you experience a reduction

in hearing acuity or tinnitus, after

a noise exposure event, then this is

a sign of auditory damage and that

the environment you were in was

definitely too loud.

The good news is that there is a wide

range of different ear defence products

available to ensure that hearing is

protected while engaging in recreational

activities. It is important, however, that

ear defence is not used unnecessarily

(i.e. in environments that are not sufficiently

loud) because by doing so overall

environmental awareness is decreased.

For example, it could increase the danger

of crossing busy roads if ambient perception

is impaired. It is also important to note

that cases of hyperacusis can become

more severe if ear defence is worn for

inordinate periods of time.

Individuals without the appropriate ear

defence or who are not certain whether

their defence product is sufficient for the

environment then the advice is to simply

move away from the sound source. As

the distance between from the sound

source doubles (i.e. speakers) the sound

pressure of the noise will decrease by

50%, which in acoustics would equate to

a 6dBA decrease.

Ear Defence Products or
Ear Plugs

These are available in a variety of materials

and styles:

Malleable Plugs: These are typically

made from either mouldable silicone or

foam. They can provide high (up to 30dB)

attenuation in external sound pressure

levels and are often considered to be

disposable. However, as they provide a

solid barrier to sound with no filtration,

music and speech signals can often sound

muffled.

Pre-moulded Plugs: These are designed

to fit an average person’s ear canal and

are usually composed of three separate

flanges that are responsible for forming a

good canal seal. They usually have a filter

that provides an equalised reduction in

noise levels at all frequencies so that the

fidelity of music or speech is preserved to

a higher degree.

Custom Made Plugs: These are

manufactured from an impression of the

user’s ear canal that is taken by either an

audiologist or hearing aid dispenser. This

impression is then used to make a bespoke

plug that should fit the ear canal perfectly.

These plugs can be made to incorporate a

variety of different filter types that can

provide appropriate noise attenuation for

a multitude of different environments.

These types of plugs often preserve higher

frequency inputs that non-filtered versions

reduce by a disproportionate degree. �

“ It would also be reasonable for patrons that
intended to spend a protracted period of time in
the environment to consider using low attenuation
ear defence in order to enjoy their evening safely.

”

Recreational Noise Levels in London (continued)



“
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I arrived in Cusco in early March, to a city

full of colonial architecture, Quechuan

culture and layers of history on every

street or “Calle”. There are many Inca

historical sites including The Temple of the

Moon, which is a small temple a few steps

underground surrounded by beautiful

mountains and a river running close by,

and Sacsayhuaman, the site of the 1536

battle in which many of Pizarro’s men

raced uphill to battle the Inca forces.

Cusco is 3400 metres above sea level so

it takes some time to get used to the

altitude. Luckily for me, I was staying with

a wonderful Peruvian family for two

weeks who gave me great advice about

how to get used to the altitude; copious

amounts of coca tea! Everyday Rosanna

would cook a different Peruvian dish and

test me on my Spanish, especially as she

has no English, to ensure my language

skills were improving daily.

My favourite dish was Ceviche, which

involves immersing delicate raw fish in

aromatic citrus juices. This innovative way

to slowly “cook” fresh fish creates an

incredibly tasty dish. Staying with Rosanna

and Lucho was wonderful, they threw a

great party for my boyfriend when he

arrived later in March and kept up the

Peruvian tradition of getting him to take a

huge bite from the cake first, teaching us

salsa dancing and drinking local Cusquenian

beer.

Reporting
fromPeru

In the winter edition of BSHAA People we reported on the decision by member

Olwyn Morris to temporarily quit her job as an audiologist in York to help

establish a hearing clinic for young people in the Peruvian city of Cusco,

historical capital of the Inca empire. Olwyn Morris promised to keep us up to

day with her work. This is her first report.

Olwyn Morris

// volunteer update



”

My commitment to “Bridge the Gap” led

me to establish Hear Aid Cusco Limited’s

first clinic in Cusco, Peru, in 2015. Hear

Aid Cusco Ltd is a not for profit company

providing a quality, affordable hearing loss

clinic for people with limited economic

resources and various disabilities.

After researching many countries and

organisations I found that the people in

Peru who have a significant hearing loss

are not fitted with hearing aids, are not

educated about the implications of

untreated hearing loss and cannot afford

hearing loss diagnosis and hearing aids.

After connecting with Manos Unidas Peru,

the only not for profit school for disabled

children and adults, I found out that the

Peruvian special education facilities consist

of over-crowded classrooms, unattended

children, unprepared teachers, callous

attitudes and stale educational systems.

We teamed up with a mission to improve

the quality of life of individuals with

disabilities in Cusco. We aim to maximise

the abilities and potential of individuals

with hearing impairment and developmental

disabilities through a humanistic,

personalised education with clear attainable

goals and strict follow up, honouring such

principals as respect, justice and tolerance

for all community members.

// Working in the poorest
areas

Hear Aid Cusco Ltd is working with four

schools, an orphanage and people from

some of the poorest areas of Cusco. We

want to address the problems associated

with hearing loss especially combined

with other disabilities. The first project is

on-going it began in March and runs to

September 2015. The clinic was being

held at Phariwaspa School. Now we are

working in a local orphanage and running

a clinic in the San Sebastian District.

We want to do many things including

raising awareness of the implications of

untreated hearing loss as well as providing

affordable, quality hearing loss detection

and diagnosis.

We are working with the hearing

impaired population who suffer with

further disabilities and are fitting suitable

hearing aids and ear moulds, offering

support and advice for patients with

hearing loss.

We also want to train local hearing

specialists and facilitate aftercare services.

To achieve this we need to continually

search for hearing aid donations to ensure

continuity of service, link in with local

health services to identify those in need

and facilitate volunteers to come and help

with our project.

We help people like Lucila who grew up

in an orphanage in Cusco. She was born

with a moderate-severe sensorineural

hearing loss. Her speech development is

impaired, especially due to not wearing

hearing aids from birth. Now with her

Phonak hearing aids she feels more

confident, her speech is improving and

her social life is blossoming.

Luis lives in the Amazonian jungle. He has

a profound sensorineural hearing loss

since birth. Without hearing aids Luis

would be unaware of the many natural

dangers in the jungle.

We need help and support to keep our

clinic open until September so we may

provide hearing loss diagnosis to hundreds

of vulnerable people with hearing loss and

other disabilities, to fit over 200 top quality

hearing aids, to transport hundreds of

impressions of ear moulds to be

manufactured in England, to pay customs

tax, to pay for the shipment of equipment

and donations, to train local audiologists

and to ensure aftercare is given to all of

our patients.

This ambition will need £20,000 – each

person we fit with a hearing instrument

costs £100 – so we have launched a fund

raising campaign and have events planned

between June and August in London,

Dublin, Clonmel, Germany and Seattle

and have set up a crowd funding

campaign here:

www.gofundme.com/HearAidCusco

If you wish get involved in an organised

fundraiser, organise a fundraiser or to

donate to the cause. You can contact

Olwyn on: Olwyn@Hearaidcusco.com

www.hearaidcusco.com

www.gofundme.com/HearAidCusco
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Tuesday 31st March

I took part in a confere
nce call hosted by

Monitor to follow up on their report on N
HS

Adult Hearing Services
in England. Some good

questions and participa
nts on the Monitor side

showed genuine surpri
se at the clear lack of

choice offered to NHS
patients by GPs.

Friday 10th April
I attended first ECAT (European Committee

for

Audiology and Technol
ogy) meeting in Paris.

As an observer membe
r of AEA (European

Association of Hearing
Aid Professionals),

BSHAA has limited exposure to
board meetings,

but is invited to contrib
ute to the more techni

cal

side of the organisation
. Hot topics were

application of European
standards to audiology

and PSAPs with danger
ously high levels of

amplification.

David Welbourn met the Chief
Executive of the

Academy of Healthcare
Scientists, wearing dua

l

hats related to his leade
rship consultancy pract

ice

but specifically explorin
g the opportunity to

mirror their approach
to extended practice.

Saturday 11th April

I attended Congres Des Audiopro
thesistes at

CNIT (exhibition centre) in P
aris. This event is

staged by UNSAF (Syn
dicat National des

prothesistes). As recen
tly as 2011 they pulled

together three professio
nal associations to prese

nt

one big annual event pe
r year. If you don’t min

d

everything in French, it
’s a good example of

what can be done with
a bit of collaboration.

Thursday 16th April

I met with Chief Execu
tive and Professional

Development Consulta
nt to discuss plans for

evolution of Clinical Ea
r Care to include

micro-suction, Tinnitus
training and the wider

aspect of professional d
evelopment of membe

rs

(including FSHAA status). Good progress
made

and looking forward to
next steps.

It has been a busy ti
me since the last ed

ition of BSHAA Peop
le was

published and I hav
e again been out an

d about representing
the Society

wherever possible.

Taking the voice of BSHAA

Peter Sydserff, BSHAA P
resident
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Tuesday 21st April

With the Chief Executive
I was asked to present

at a BSA ‘Political’ event at Sono
va House in

Warrington. The double
act focussed on the

challenge ahead for wo
rkforces inside audiolo

gy

in the UK and how the training regime nee
ds to

identify distinct opport
unities for genuine

professional developm
ent. Shared the agenda

with other stakeholder
s and David Welbourn

was asked to facilitate t
he discussion at the en

d

and agreed to begin the
process of drafting an

approach to the new Government to raise

awareness of the threa
ts to the sector from

short term decisions.

Later David took the o
pportunity to meet a

student and his supervi
sor from Manchester to

help shape the researc
h questions for a proje

ct

investigating the impac
t of AQP on audiology

services.

Thursday 23rd April

Professional Developm
ent Committee meetin

g

at Ramada Hotel, Birm
ingham Airport – the

continued themes of m
icrosuction, tinnitus an

d

FSHAA continue to be thrashe
d out. Delighted

to see the conversation
steered by Chief Exec

as

Chair and a big contrib
ution from Jay at his first

PDC meeting.

Tuesday 28th April

The first official meetin
g between NCHA and

Chief Executive. A good conversation and

positive steps made in
terms of understanding

how both parties can contin
ue to cooperate and

address any potential a
reas of conflict. In the

afternoon with the Chi
ef Executive I then met

with BHAMA members and we discu
ssed the

challenges of pulling pe
ople into conferences a

nd

product launches. Not
lost on all parties that i

n

this small space we can
sometimes work again

st

each other. Suppliers a
re invited to contribute

to

the discussion on the fo
rmat for Congress 201

6.

Thursday 7th May

This was the first oppor
tunity for David Welbourn

to meet the current Pr
esident of BAA and discuss

potential shared intere
sts. It was followed by

a

meeting of the Hearing
and Deafness Alliance,

where we reviewed th
e Action Plan on hearin

g,

and began formulating
how we would respond.

We also discussed the sit
uation in North

Staffordshire and how
the Alliance might

respond to that. The p
olitical lobbying action

David took away from
the BSA meeting on 21st

April met with a mixed
level of support, and he

agreed draft the letter
for further consideratio

n.

A everywhere possible!
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See more about wh
at we’ve been doin

g overleaf
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Friday 8th May
CEO was interviewed by HCPCs as part

of their own stakeholder research.

Friday 15th and Saturday
16th May
BSHAA Congress. A great event with many

positive noises about the program, the

exhibition and the party. A good location

with most boxes ticked. Looking forward

to planning how we can recreate and

build on all the good stuff for next year.

Sunday 17th May
I was asked to present to AEA members

at a Mini Symposium in Brussels. Shared

the stage with Paul Breckell from AOHL

and Søren Hougaard from EHIMA. Paul

updated on AOHL activities as probably

the most successful/visible deaf charity in

Europe. Søren teased on some of the

good messages coming from the soon to

be released Eurotrak Report 2015.

Monday 18th May
I attended the first AEA General Assembly.

This was a genuinely enjoyable day where

I learned a lot about professional societies

and the markets that they work in. You’ll

be delighted to hear that they all have the

same problems we do!

Wednesday 20th May
BSHAA Customer Services Meeting in

Edinburgh.

Thursday 21st May
BSHAA Council meeting in Edinburgh.

Friday 22nd May
With the Chief Executive I led a BSHAA

Engagement Event in Edinburgh. It was,

so far as we know, the first time a Scottish

president had met with Scottish members

in Scotland and despite being a working

day was reasonably well attended.

Monday 1st June
Along with the CEO, had a quick meeting

with Paul Breckell (AoHL) to agree a joint

approach to the Minister of State about

the health dangers of PSAPs and the need

for these to be brought under the control

of medical devices regulations. David

agreed to produce a first draft of a joint

letter.

Tuesday 2nd June
Meetings with an Alliance sub-group to

draft the foundation principles we want

to see underpin the Commissioning

Framework for Hearing Care (the NHS

England response to the DH Action plan).

Also to develop an agreed approach to

NHSE as we offer our support in

coproduction of the Commissioning

Framework. We also discussed my draft

letter to David Cameron (see 21st April

and 7th May) and agreed that it would be

better re-positioned as a letter directed

within NHSE to limit the extent to which

CCGs act counter to the national

commissioning standards as they are

being developed.

Wednesday 3rd June
The Chief Executive reviewed and agreed

a joint response raising the need for

hearing aware services as part of feedback

to NICE consultation on short term

interventions to regain independence.

Thursday 4th June
Along with David Welbourn, represented

BSHAA at the Hearing Link reception

held in the Tower of London. This was a

great networking opportunity on a

beautifully sunny day inside the rapidly

overheating armoury rooms. HRH

The Princess Royal, who is Royal Patron

of Hearing Link, was the guest of

honour. �

Taking the voice of BSHAA everywhere possible!

More about the activities of our President, Peter

Sydserff and CEO, David Welbourn, in the next

edition of BSHAA People.

Photographs © David Welbourn
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Last word
Hello, let me introduce myself. I’m an

average Congress delegate, and I’m here

to report back to you on what the average

delegate said in their feedback about

Congress 2015 at the Telford International

Centre in May.

I’m writing this because each year the

organisers ask us all for feedback but don’t

often publish this, yet I think it is important

that we see what has been said if only in

the interests of transparency.

I thought the location was good although

I do accept it was a long way for some

people to travel especially those in Scotland,

or the far South of England and it was 50

minutes from the airport too. The Ricoh

last year was more impressive but then I

said I wanted everything to be on one site

so I suppose there were compromises to

be made. I heard the International Hotel

was a bit basic for the money. Overall

seven out of ten was about the right score.

As ever the administration was good,

there seemed to be more direction this

year making it easier, and booking was

easy. There were a few things that could

have been better, like providing bottles of

water on the lecture tables, at the dinner,

and with the lunches, which, apart from

the strange double spicy option on

Saturday were good.

The Congress party has become a bit of

an event and the atmosphere and

“Touches of Rock” were amazing. If I’m

honest I thought the band was not as good

this year but people danced right to the

end. I know some people grumbled about

the self-service but the choice of starters

was amazing and even if the main courses

left a bit to be desired there was no

questioning the quantity!

In the lecture theatre there were some

excellent sessions and some not so useful

but all were facilitated well by Rachel who

added a friendly and informal tone

throughout. The videos were a good

addition too.

The most enjoyable speaker was Simon

Gane and his canter through the various

conditions we might experience in our

consulting rooms… but the biggest

contribution to my CPD was definitely

David Baguley’s insight into the developments

in tinnitus. However my top vote went to

Julian Treasure for his professional,

entertaining and engaging closing session

on sound.

There’s often discussion about the length

of seminars but this time they were spot on

and the exhibition time seemed right too.

I know some people think Congress should

be every two years once more, but on

balance I think annually is right, as is the

mix of interactivity although I do hear

cries of “more”.

Overall, I suppose it is difficult to engage

with an audience of mixed experience but

it is what BSHAA has to do if it is to

attract more delegates… Topics I’d like to

see more of are new technology, technical

skills, medical topics and marketing and

business management.

Oh, and I will be back next year. Hope to

see you there. �

If you have a view you would like to share with other readers of BSHAA People

via Last word, drop an email to editor@bshaa.com

// A.N.
OTHER
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recruitment & classified advertising

Watch out for the launch

of the Society’s

new website

New look // new content

New user friendly tools

Same address // www.bshaa.com
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recruitment & classified advertising
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recruitment & classified advertising
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recruitment & classified advertising
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recruitment & classified advertising






